
Jack - The lord of thieves

Outlook:
● Around 30 in age. 
● A flamboyant treasure hunter (he preferred being called that) with dark past.
● Expert fighter using whip and golden ax. He stole his golden ax 10 years ago from the Sky 

castle. He also has numerous throwing ax attached on the belt.
● Has symbol of his organization on coat.

Character history:
● Born in a poor farming village, oppressed by authority. Jack's father was killed while defending

the village from the landlord's gruesome extortion of goods. Ever since that day, Jack developed
a hatred and mistrust to authorities.

● Nimble, agile and resourceful, Jack grew up and look after his now widowed mother by means
of thievery, that he only find his targets in the wealthy.

● His mother eventually succumbed to sickness. After she died, Jack set out into the world himself
with one motto: "Steal from the rich and give it to the poor!"

● He eventually met those who are like minded, and formed a criminal fellowship and named it the
"Merry Men", for who is Merrier without like minded friends and freedom from formality.



● In one of heist of Merry Men, Jack met Emma, an oppressed noble born who was tired of court
bureaucracy and long for freedom and adventure. Together, they escaped from her household
while "borrowing" a sizable amount of spoils. One of the treasure being a mysterious bean,
which rumored to be the only way to access innumerable treasures.

● The Merry Men eventually gained access to the sky castle and found the treasures, but they
were simultaneously attacked from all directions. Jack met a swordman with skill and power that
were he cannot matched. Witnessing the horror of his comrade being murdered one by one,
and an unbreakable swordmaster on his tail, Jack panicked and fled. Jack made his way onto
the ground and chopped down the beanstalk before he realized he left Emma and his friends on
the castle. Ever since that day, Jack was filled with guilt and vowed to one day return to the sky
castle to reunite with his friends.

Audition Lines:

<Jaunty, playful> Hello, Detective! The name's Jack.
<Flashback to Cutscene 1, debris falling from sky.>
<Serious> We don't have  much time for pleasantries I'm afraid, the Sky Kingdom is falling apart as we speak.
<Camera focuses on Treasure Box in the center of the room.>
Quick, open the Treasure Box, what's inside can put a stop to all this, it's a magical secret of the Sky Kingdom.



Emma - The bride of Jack

Outlook:
● In her mid 20s.
● Well mannered when calm. Tomboyish when enraged.
● Trained under Jack after she joined the Merry Men, proficient with a pair of daggers.
● Dislike the dresses King had given to her, she teared the dresses apart and sewed one that

more suit her need.

Character history:
● A noble born in an important family of politician, Emma is taught to become anything that a lady

aspire to be. She longed for freedom and adventure, but refrain from showing it because she
will be reprimanded by her parents for it.

● She met Jack, under the name of Jeff in his disguise, in one of her horse riding lesson, with
Jack serving her as her instructor.

● Unaware of Jack’s disguise, she and Jack befriended each other.
● Before Jack executed his heist, Emma found that her house was robbed and her parents killed.

Emma set off with Jack to search for the robber.
● During their journey, Jack revealed his identity as Jack the leader of Merry Men to Emma and

recruited the help from his friends to aid their quest.



● Eventually Jack and Emma located the robber, who revealed to be Emma’s uncle, desiring the
family heirloom for himself. Together, they defeated him and regained the treasure.

● Within the treasure hoard, they found a map, which described the only way to the largest
treasure hoard ever seen in the face of Earth. Emma and Jack set off to locate the key of the
hoard: The mysterious beanstalk seed.

My darling Jack,
Your desire to reach the Sky Kingdom has become an obsession. You don't sleep, you don't eat and you refuse to
give up. Seeing you so haunted makes my heart break.
Take these beans and go achieve your dreams. And afterwards, we can finally start our life together.
Love,
Emma



Prince Leonard - The warrior prince

Outlook:
● Appears to be in his late 20s, but really is 1000+ years old. He ate the seed of immortality to 

stay alive.
● Muscular and Strong, Noble and Proud.
● Lightly armored, with lion carving all over his armor and equipments.
● Battle scars all over his body.
● Wield a mastercrafted gladius.

Character History:
● Born in a warrior tribe revering the white lion as their chief god.
● Trained continuously since his infancy. At the age of 8, he was required to take a trial of 

competence according to his tribe’s tradition.
● The trial involved pushing him off a cliff into a lion den, and climbed up before sunrise. 

Succeeding the trial would earn him a place amongst his honorable ancestors  while failing the 
trial would result in him not be able to return to the tribes anymore.

● Leonard fought hard to furious, but unable to climb his way up to cliff before sunrise.



● After Leonard failed his test, he had no place to call home and wandered the world. Until one 
day he met a witch and offered him a place under her shelter. Seeing that he had no place to 
go, he accepted willingly.

● There he met 3 other orphans: Julian, Hugh and Maximus each with a special gift. Julian is 
obsessed with his own code of beauty, Hugh is a quiet boy but extremely intelligent, Maximus is
charismatic, able to guide the other 3 orphans to a common goal.

<firmly> Intruder! Our King's treasure is not for you to take. Your journey ends here!
<angrily> Thief!  Is that all you can do, run?
<breathless, weaker> You will not set foot in our Kingdom again!



Prince Julian - The secret of beauty

Outlook:
● Appears to be in his mid 20s, but really is 1000+ years old. He ate the seed of immortality, of 

which he made Hugh to make for him to preserve his own beauty.
● Wear the most beautiful cloth crafted using the most fine of materials.
● Not hesitate to show his body, which he worked hard to maintain perfect shape.

Character History:
● Born in a royal family that valued art above all else, Julian was raised without the knowledge of 

“ugliness”.
● Julian shown exceptional talents in all forms of arts in the age of 5, gaining widespread 

recognition throughout his own country.
● Julian’s first encountered ugliness when his mother gave birth to a little brother. The vision of a 

newborn baby covered in blood was nothing short of disturbing to him.
● Viewing his baby brother as something that should not exist in the world, Julian secretly plot 

against his baby brother.
● One day, Julian sneaked into his baby brother’s room, trying to suffocate him with a blanket. 

Fortunately, a guard came by and stopped him.
● Due to the severity of the offense, Julian was stripped all title and claim of the land and was 

exiled from the country.



● During Julian’s mindless roaming of the world, he realized the world was full of things what he 
perceived to be ugly. He became to hate the world for what it is.

● One day, he wandered into a forest and met a witch called Babayaga. The witch offered him a 
shelter in her place. Without better options, Julian accepted.

● There he met 3 other orphans: Julian, Hugh and Maximus each with a special gift. Leonard is an
expert fighter, Hugh is a quiet boy but extremely intelligent, Maximus is charismatic, able to 
guide the other 3 orphans to a common goal.



 
<Falsely happy> Great job, Detective! You got the Bolide Shard.
Hand me the Queen's Ring. I'll help you open the box. <Sticks his hand out>
<Mislead Player, passive-aggressive tone> I've heard rumors that Prince Julian is a shapeshifter. That's a handy trick for fooling people, isn't it?

Prince Hugh - The Innovator

Outlook:
● Appears to be in his early 20s, but is actually 1000+ years old. He ate the seed of immortality 

that Julian made him to create.
● Wear clothes that covered his whole body, especially his face when he can help it.
● Does not talk personally, instead he relies on Ventriloquism to talk. As he had an accompanying

owl, it is often mistaken to be the owl talking.
● He carried a book full of his research all the time.

Character History:
● Hugh is a child who was obsessed with understanding the world and bent the whole under his 

will. He created many oddities that the simple villagers could not grasp.
● Villagers started to think what Hugh did was witchcraft and united to chase him away from the 

village.
● Hugh wandered the world for quite awhile until his eventual meeting with a witch called 

Babayaga. The witch offered him a place in her shelter, and Hugh accepted willingly.



● There he met 3 other orphans: Leonard, Julian and Maximus each with a special gift. Leonard is
an expert fighter, Julian is obsessed with his own code of beauty, Maximus is charismatic, able 
to guide the other 3 orphans to a common goal.

(Voice from machine) Why do you care so much about such worthless people?
(Voice from machine) Humans are cruel, sin-ridden beings. They carry out horrible atrocities every day, without a thought to their victims.
(Voice from machine) Why defend such miserable creatures? Surely you see they are beyond help.



King Midas

Outlook:
● Around his early 60s.
● Wear glittering armor made of gold.

Character History:
● A long time ago, a miner boasted to the King that his daughter can spin wheat into gold. The 

King said if the miner's daughter could prove her ability, then he would marry her. If the 
daughter could not prove her ability, then the King would have her killed.

● However, the miner's daughter could not do this. Suddenly, an Imp appeared and agreed to 
help her in exchange for her first-born daughter.

● The daughter agreed, and the Imp successfully helped her change wheat into gold. As 
promised, the King married the daughter.

● Not long after, they had a daughter. The imp appeared, and demanded the queen give her 
daughter to him.

● The queen pleaded with the imp to let her daughter go. The imp said that if the Queen could 
guess his name in three days, she could keep her daughter.

● With a messenger's help, the Queen learns the Imp's name. Disgruntled, the Imp was leaving 
when the King captured him and forced him to make more gold. Trapped, the imp could never 
escape from the King.



● The king's lust for gold would eventually destroy his family and kingdom.
● Got wealthy from Imp, immense wealth, but daughter and queen left him.
● The Wealthy King grew mad because of his wife leaving him, treasures to him is now most 

important. Yet still want the most important treasure in the world. He trained 3 sons to protect 
him and his wealth.

● One day, he met a mysterious man, and traded wealth for the world's most valuable treasure, 
the pandora box.

● To protect the pandora box, the king forced imp to create magical material to rise his kingdom to
the sky.

● As king grew even madder, he sees the world below as imperfect, he wants to destroy and 
rebuild it to his image and rule along with his sons.

● To do this, he just need to wait for the day meteors most close to the earth everything thousand 
years, then trigger the pandora, however, unexpectantly one day a theif called Jack came and 
took his key.

● The half triggered Pandora make the kingdom slowly deteriorate, until the key is taken and the 
world will become destroyed.

I failed my family when they needed me. And I see now, nothing I do will amend that. But I can still do what's right for you.
<hopeful, but also childlike, pathetic> Do you think my Queen would welcome me now?

<Frantic> That creature kidnapped our daughter! We must go after him!



Imp

Magical Creature. Sharp Scraggly Voice. (Male)

As per our agreement, this child is mine.
<impatient> Go away! The child belongs to me now.
<sly> Unless...you can guess my name.
But be warned, the wrong answer comes with a price.

Tom Thumb

8 year old boy. We would like to get auditions from both Male and Female actors.

Help me, please!!
<Courteous, grateful> Most gracious Queen, my eternal gratitude for saving my life! My name is Tom.
The princess has been taken? This is terrible news! Please, allow me to aid you in this quest.

Fairy Queen ( see copy window for lines that were cut off below)

Magical Creature. Deep and echoed voice. (Female)

<Gracious but guarded> Welcome, Mortal Queen. I've been expecting you.
I know what you seek, but first you must prove your worth in a test of courage and intelligence. For this I will send you into an illusion.
<Portal appears>
Pass the test, and you will receive the honey beer that will allow you to defeat the imp and save your family. But fail, and you will be trapped in the illusion forever.


